
English Summary Report On
Woricshop For Development Of

Project Support Canmunlcatlons Canponent
Of the Primary Health Care Programme

In the Yemen Arab Republic
Sana'a. 16 - 24 March 1983

I . Background :

1 . During the TJNIGEP Workshop on P5G held in Istanbul in June, 19&^, i t

was a foregone conclusion that greater emphasis ncjris to be givea in

TJNICEF - assisted programmes to the social eumunicatic*is aspects.

2- Among the conclusions reached at this wodcshop was that i f PSC and

advocacy are to be effective, they must be strategically planned and

implemented as Integral parts of a country programme or project. As

the approach la fairly new to UNICEP, programme staff need further

orientation in systemic PSC planning/programing, in order to enable

than to incorporate this component into their country programming exercise.

3- Given tmiCEF'B emphasis on PHC, and that the YAB country programme includes

a grass roots PEC programme where the social communications component

needs to be developed, i t was agreed to call for a workshop aimed at

developing the social canmunications component of the PHC programme in

YAH, using available resource persons at HQ and within the region. This

report covers the said workshop which was held in Sana'a from 16-24 March,

1983*.

I I . Objectives i

4«- The general objectives of the workshop were :

(a) To increase and strengthen the understanding and capacity of

programme and project staff and their mational counterparts, and

PSC staff as to the role of social communications in developing

basic services for children, focusing on the PHC programme in YAH.
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(b) To exchange country/area social camunicaticns programming experiences

5- Its specific objectives were i <>

(a) To develop a canmunications strategy that will benefit the

current programme of basic health services in YAR.

(b) the theory and practice of social communications planning and ]

programming in basic services to the PEC programme in Yemen.

6- The ultimate aim of the workshop would thus be the development of a :

communications component for the PHC programme in YAR which would be

pragnatio, realistic and flexible enou^i to allow application.

I I I . Participants i *

7- A special effort was made to include a broad spectrum of parties involved
in communication and PHC in oi-der to benefit from their backgrounds and
experiences on the one hand and allow them to participate in the preparation
of the recommendations, the effective implementation of which, would
involve them in one way or another. These included x "

(a) Ministry of Health represented by the PHC Project, Health Education,
Health Manpower Inst i tute and Trainer/Supervisors involved in
training and follow-up of PHC workers.

(b) Confederation of Yemeni Development Associations (CYDA).

(o) Central Planning Organization.

(d) General Corporation of Radio and Television,

8- On the UHICEF side, and in addition to the professional staff of the

TOICEP - Sana's Office, senior PSC/PI staff frcra U3ICEP HQ and OKDHtt

participated as well as delegates from the UNI CEP office in PDRY, '

Syria and Turkey. •

17. Programme of the Workshop I

9- The programme of the workshop was organized in such a way as to include
the following activites i

(a) prior preparation of the participants throu^i readings of selected
references related to Yemen, UNlCE^s cooperation with the various
sectoral ministries in i t ?rith p . i r t i ^ la r euphaalai n, the Ministry
of Health and i t s PETC prc^rammo, izu\ -;'ie LininL-.-y •• : ^aaJth's
future plans.



(b) farther orientation of the participants with regard to PHC in

Yemen through a day of short presentations followed by open

discussion.

(o) actual visits in small heterogeneous groups to health centers

and PHC units with a specific questionnaire aimed at identifying

existing PSC activities and the needs in this dcmain as felt by

the future beneficiaries of such a programme.

(d) open discussions of the findings of the various groups aimed at

a clearer identification of the problem and felt needs

(•) Orientation of the participants as to how to go about designing

a P3C programme, with specific references to the PHC programme :

in Yemen.

(f) working in heterogeneous groups to prepare proposed PSC programmes

In one of the following domains i

i- advocacy for EHC at the national level

11- j advocacy for ISC at the level of training and supervision of

' THC workers

i l l - advocacy for PHC througi the mass media

iv - advocacy for PHC at village level

(g) discussion of the proposals of the various groups by the plenary

(h) working in newly constituted s t i l l heterogenous groups to prepare

a proposed progrsmme for PSC in PHC

(l) discussion of the proposals and agreement on a unified programme.

VY Implementation i

10- The f i r s t day proceeded as planned. Inagural speeches were followed by

open discussion of the PHC programme in YAE and the potential of Health

Bduoatlon and the media for greater involvment in PSC ac t iv i t ies .

11- The main trends that emerged from the f i rs t day's discussions were
Bummed as follows t

(a) %*@n with i t s wise pol i t ica l leadership adopted the PHC approach

and availed to the programme a l l possible assistance; this facil i tates

development of the social communications aspects related to PHC.
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(b) Ihose responsible for PHC and Health Education, and the media have

been working with the PHC workers to spread this approach; however

the limited knowledge of certain elements working in PHC and the media

aa to what is PHC has resulted in their spreading contradicting

ideas and practices*

(o) Bie EHC worker, in addition to his training in health aspects, needs

training in health education with special emphasis on interpersonal

relations and group dynamics.

(d) Review of the social communications component of PHC requires review

of the toman and material resources available to health education :

to enable it to meet requirements.

(e) An integrated plan for PHC related social communications activities

•hnld be developed such that these activities will reinforce one

another, deal with all major aspects, and be targeted towards the

various groups involved* Thus the main objective of this workshop

Is a basic concern of all participants.

(f) ISO related communications efforts via the media should be monitored

to evaluate their impact at the popular level, thus allowing for

their development if need be*

(g) Die need is there to develop media other than those prepared for

use via radio and television such as video tapes, cassettes etc.

which can te distributed at cost for villages where videos and recorders

exists. These tapes could deal with topics such as breast feeding,

diarfhoeal disease control, acute respiratory infections among

"... children etc.

(h) Greater coordination through better communication is required between

the organizations, departments 2nd persons concerned with regard to

what exists and what is planned for implementation in order to

avoid duplication of efforts.

3he next three days were spent on field visits to health centers and PHC

units In different parts of the country, and preparation and discussion

of group reports as the final stage of orienting participants towards

the situation with regard to health at rural level, the existing services,

the; TAR' programme in PHC and th,. felt needs of local communities and health

12-
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wodcers with regard to the social communications aspects of their woifc.

%e main points which emerged fraa these discussions could be summarized ~

as follows t

12.1. With regard to identification of health problems at village level :

(a) i t would be useful to have an intersectoral committee foimed

from representatives of health, information, agriculture,

education, social affairs and CYDA to specify the general

problems and specify the role of primary health care in

their solution; this would ensure cooperation of a l l parties

concerned when field implementation i s attempted

(b) establishment of a health council at village level through which *

health problems are addressed and discussed among the community

leaders

(o) reinforcement of the role of the health center to which the village

referrs in the identification of the health problems in these j

villages

12.2. With regard to communication media and tools at village level :

(a) the need for posters produced locally, reflecting the local

environment, and addressed primarily at i l l i t e ra te women, these

posters would primarily address preventive health aspects,

be based on graphic presentation and are tried out prior to
putting them in public, use.

(b) provision of PHC mockers with hand carried, battery-operated
loudspeakers to assist them in their presentations at village
gatherings,

12.3. With regard to use of the mass media s

(a) preparation of a Yemeni film to explain the role of PHC starting

with the recruitment of the PHC worker, his training and ending

with showing the role he plays in his village upon his return;

auoh a film would be useful for advocacy at the various levels

and in the orientation and training of new PHC workers

(b) preparation of short health messages for transmission between

programmes on the radio and TV.

. / .
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(.) ^ ^ b i t l h g th. us. of the mass media for adv.r t lmmt.a th
. .WW,. omtrwgr to,Aat HICls advocating (partlonlarlyath
regard to breastmilk substitutes).

( 4 « i r * «b*llfl.d language devoid of omplioated solmtlflo

1 , ^ . * . *"™ ̂  " ^ ^ " " " P«"G«-»= tranmltted thrcngb the media.
12.4. With regard to the training needs of PHC workers :

W d^lqplng the 150 workers trai^ng g^de so ̂  to giv. graat^
mphasis to the development of the E3C wo&ers skills m
advocaoy and interpersonal relations.

(b) « * = i * t l « of r . f r .d*r seminars for ISC .ork.r, to .zcha,*,
• .^perlenoes and discuss the problems they face in the health

education of their village communities

(o) arraying for a programme of exchange visits between various
PHC workers so as to benefit from each others experiences, and
develop a spirit of camaraderie between than.

. following groups t

Ca) C Z x was a8Slsned the task of advocacy of mc at the nationai

(b) group 2 was assigned the task of improving aspects of PSC for

EHC related to training of PHC workers and the enhancing the

role of the Trainer/Supervisor,

(o) group 3 was assigned the task of improving aspects of PSC for
EHC through the use of the mass media,

(*) e m , 4 . . . ..signed th . t a * of inprmine aspect, of PSC for

PSC through th. PHC «,rk.r, and to «Mr.. . directly the needs

; • • O f t h e l o o a l communities which these PHC workers serve.
14- QiT« th . ^ o l f l , . . . i ^ ^ ^ aligned to . . * ^ , i , _ „ „

t«fo«««th.t^_^^ ^h8ron,pr^^.^ort.hi=h«.
^l.t^^dl^wdtyth.pl«,y. &..^or,olnt.th.t^«
irom these dlsouasionB were s
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in society.

(d)
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15- In an effort to put the ideas developed so fax in the workshop in a

more coherent framework, new groups were fonned and this time asked

to tackle the problem in a wholistic fashion and try to arrive at

a proposed PHC support communications strategy and plar.a for the period

1983 to 1986. Given that the previous exercise had tskrn longer than

planned, thus restricting the period for this, and that the members of

each group were new to one another and had not yet developed hannonious

working relations, this exercise could only be undertaken partially,

and decision was taken the last day that a drafting casmittee bo formed

from the various ministries/departments participating in the workshop,

and that this committee be entrusted with preparation of the final

recommendations based on what the various groups had arrived at. These

recaamendations would represent what the various national parties that

took pai-fc in the woricshop arrived at, and would foan the basis for future

related discussions between UNICEF and the Ministry of Health.

Mr Kassis was entrusted with the preparation «f a report on the workshop

which would be then reviewed by the committee prior to its endorsement.

16- Despite difficulties in convening the committee, * list of recommendations

were finally prepared by it. % e key recommendations put forward were

the following t

1&*1 Recommendations related to orientation of health workers and other

oomnmity agents with regard to FHC :

(l) Given the conviction of the group that PEG covers a wide range of

health services such as MGH, DDC, EPI, environmental health and

other aspects of preventive medicine, efforts should be geared

towards t

(a) Ensuring that PEG is the corner stone of basic health services;

related health departments should integrate their work into ESC.

(b) Insuring that the role of PHC and its relation to other service

• : .' ii ministries is clear.

./..
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Die above would require certain administrative actions to be taken

Buch as the establishment of an intercectoral higher council for

EHC to coordinate and encourage an inter-sectoral approach for its

effective implementation, and the creation cf u. focal point within

IHC for coordination of related socicJ. communications activities. '

16.2 Beoqnmendatlons related to training FHC workers. LBAs and

other development agents in communication skills within the

; context of FHC i

(2) In addition to the knowledge, skills and attitudes related to health,

! IHC workers, LBAs and other development agents need to develop ,

ooummioationa skills that will enable them to put forward these

! Ideas to their local communities and stimulate them to implement

theme ideas.

(a) Bor PHC workers and LBAs already trained, it is proposed that

refresher seminars be held focusing on developing their skills

in the Identification of health related problems within their;

local onrnimmi ties, in planning a programme to try and overcome

I these problems, and in developing the necessary communication

: skills to implement their plans.

(0) For IHC workers and LBAs to be trained, it is recommended that

their respective training programmes be revised with a view

to highlighting aspects related to health education of local

eomnmities and emphasizing communication skills.

(e) Trainer/Supervisors play a key and crucial role in the follow-up

i of EEC activities at the grass-roots level; thus it is

essential that their communication skills be developed to

1 enable them to take the leadership role in this regard.

T&B training of the above categories could not lead to major

improvements unless it goes parallel with the preparation and production

of health education materials that can be used effectively at village

./.
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16.3 Beocmmendationa related to the use of mass media :

(3) Given the extensive use of radios by all sections of the population

and the wide-spread availability of T.T., substantial use of these

media should be made to :

(a) Bnphasize the importance of community involvment in the

development of local communities.

(b) Hnpftasizing the importance of PHC as a means and tool for the

delivery of health and social services suitable to the needs of

loolal communities.

(o) Calling for rejection of habits that negatively effect

oamranity health and enoouragnent of habits that improve it,

(4) fhila radio and T.V. programmes are addressed to the whole population,

' it' should be remembered that 90 percent of Yemenis live in rural

, communities; thus messages should address the rural population

j an^ have as their specific focus women and children to the extent

: possible. Trained rural women should play a lead role in these

programmes to serve as live examples and encourage greater
involvment of women.

(5) Haaning radio and T.V. programmes should be such as to have a

rational sequence and be done in coordination with other health

education activities at field level. The messages should

emphasize preventive aspects, hi^ili^it the role of the EHC worker

and LBi, use simple understandable language, be be based on

- successful examples from the field; care should be taken that

I1 what the message calls for can be implemented.

17- A draft final report in Arabic was prepared by the author of this

report; . following review by the report committee, it was finalized aid

oiroulated.
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?I« Recommendations for follow-up Action :

18. It was obvious from the discussions during the workshop that if a

successful programme of support communications for PHC is to be implemented,

this could only be done as a cooperative effort between 3 partners, namely,

the PHC Project and the Department of Public Relations and Health Education,

both at the Ministry of Health, and the General Corporation of Radio and

Television of the Ministry of Infomation. It is therefore recanended

that UHICEP pursue, through the Project Officer, the immediate setting up

of such a body to be the focal point for all future efforts.

19. For a number of years now, UNICSF has been assisting the Department of

Health Education at the Ministry of Health (now renamed as the Department

of PabliO Relation* and Health Education) with vehicles, equipment and

•applies under a very general arid broad mandate. It is recommended that

a prerequisite for any future assistance should be an agreed to programme

with the PHC Project and geared mainly towards meeting the needs of this

project for support communications materials and activities.

20. It was clear from the field visits undertaken and discussions during the'

woricshop that the role and function of the PHC worker and LBA as promoters

for oannunity health through actions aimed at prevention of disease and

promotion of good health has not been given adequate attention in their

traltttag programmes. It is recommended, therefore, that immediate action

be undertaken by the project, and in cooperation with the Health Manpower

Institute, to review the sections in the curricula for training of PHC

workers* and LBAs related to the development of their communication

skills. Oils should be done in time for implementation in the training

of EHC workers and LBAs who will undergo training storting the fourth

quarter of I983. Based upc-i ihe re cult 3 cf this curi-icular review,

a short refresher course shoull be dr-veJojpd fcr PHC workers and LBAs

already trained to narrow this S Ep in their training programme.

.A.
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21«, In any plans developed for support communications activities at the grass

roots level, it is essential that activities take She form of coordinated

and integrated campaigis such that Trainer/Supervisors and, in turn,

EEC workers and LBAs are briefied , provided with the necessary software

to enable them to undertake these activities, and followed-up ja their

implementation of these activities; field feed back to the central

level will assist in better planning and implementation of future campaigns*

22, Given that radio and T.V. coverage are exceptionally and oxtrsmely hi$t in

Yemen, and that the General Corporation for Badio and T.V. Is extremely

keen and eager to develop their programmes in health, it is recommended

that tJBIGEF enter into direct negotiations with the Ministry of Infomation

to sponsor T.V. and radio programmes aimed at accelerating child survival*

If this is to await the expansion of coverage of the JHC programme to

cover the majority of the population, decades would be lost. Naturally,

such programmes would be coordinated with our partners in the Ministry of

Health, but the lead in them would be for the Ministry of Information

which has aaple well equiped facilities and adequate number of technicians,

23$ While the above recommendations, if approved, are put into practice, it

is essential that we undertake certain activities whose tangible results

can be felt quickly and which would be useful in a multiplicity of activities.

For a start it is recommended that UNICEP, in coordination with the Ministry

of Health provide the Ministry with the services of a short-tenu consultant

to assist in the design of locally adapted porters for an illiterate

rural audience, The posters presently used are not only inadequate,

but also give reverse messages* Many of the messages to be conveyed

are clear to all planners (encouraging breastfeeding, discouraging bottle

feeding, use of clean drinking water, immunization of children, etc.) and

health education has good artists and printing facilities. that they lack

is the know-how for ccnceptnalization of such messages for illiterate

Yemenis and their field-testing prior to utilization. Bie outcome of \

such an undertaking would not only be useful in Yemen, but could serve as \

prototype for similar posters to be used in other Arab and non-Arab countriesi

August 16, 1983 George Kassis
ry/c, Programme Offioer
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UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FUND
FONDS DES NATIONS UNIES POUR LENFANCE

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

Mr, £. Tuluhungwa
Chief, PSC, f j . r . , HQa^—

G.orge Xasaî f ^ y * * ^ /
Officer-in-cJja^e^JJWT^Sil1 oana'a.

inp-lish Summary Report on PSC for PHC
in Yemen Works ho p. ,

. 18 August 1983

fel lz/83/(D%

SUBJECT:

Attached is a copy of said report,

Personal regardn.
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UNICEF
UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FIND

Office of the Representative

Serving the Yemen Arab Republic, and
the People's Democratic Republic

of Yemen

Cfable Arlilrf.-^ • f f c l f i F
Postal Address: P. 0. Box 725

a #= *6/*»
Date : 20 June 1983
File : Y3-/PSC Workshop
Ref : Felix/83/1-?

Dear kr. Tulunhimgwa,

Reference the workshop on developing the social
communications assets of the PHC programme'in YAR, held last
March, I am glad to enclose a copy of the final report in
Arabic.

Kay I take this opportunity to thank you for your
effective participation in this workshop, which reflected
nonitively upon its outcomes.

With beat regards.

Sincerely yours,

Andi-e froberfr
Representative

Mr, Revelians Tuluhungwa

Project Support Communications Service
WYHOs.
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